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Abstract

Iaegwon Kim, and others, have recently posed a powerful challen,ge to
both emergentism cmd ncm-reductIve physicalism l yy providing arguments
that these positums are cornmitted to an untenabie combmation of both
`upwarci t and 'clouniwardi determmation. In secuon 1, I illuminate how
the nature of the realiza:0n relatzon underlies such sicepucal arguments
However, tn secuon 2, I suggest that such conclusicrns involve a confusion
between the implications of physicahsm and those of a related thesis
the Vompleteness of Physics' (Co?) I show tht the truth of Co? poses a
very senous obstacle to realized properues beeng efficacrous in a physicalut
=verse cmd sikwest that abandonmg Co? offers hope for defending non-
reducuve physicalism. I then fornudate a schema for a physicalist meta-
physics, m secuon 3, which rerects Co? This scenario is one where nu-
crophysical properties have a few conduicrna/ powers that they contnbute
to individuais when they realize cencan propernes In such a situation, I
anue, though physicalism holds true there is stdl plausibly both `upward'
and 'cloumward' determmation, where the latter is crucially an under-
appreciated farm of determmation I terrn 'non- causal' Ulumately, I con-
elude that this metaphysical scherna offers a coherent account of Strongiy
ernergent propelires that preserves the truth of NRe albeu In a farm that
is purged of any commutment to Co? Fmally, m secam: 4, I carefully
explore which of Kim's assumpuons and numeras this metaphysics un-
denrunes

The unresolved quesnon on the agenda of nonreductive physicalism
as well as emergennsm is the question of whether 	 the Klea of
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downward causanon makes sense The paradox, and perhaps also
the appeal, of the emergennst conception of mental causation anses
from the combmanon of two icicas, the idea that mentality emerges
out o£ and m that sense depends on, the physical, and the idea that,
m spite of this ontological dependence, it begms to lead a causal
hfe of ats own, with a capacity to mfluence that which sustams its
very existence — that x5, a combmanon of "upward determmanon"
and "downward determmanon" 	 most versions of nonreducnve
physicalism harbor the same two icicas, a hazardous combination
that threatens the coherence of this popular approach to the nund-
body problem (Kim (1992), pp 136-7)

Can there be Vownward' causation In a thoroughly phystcahst
world? Ctr, puttmg the question more precisely, is it logically coher-
ent to defend a comprehensive ontological luerarchy, bottommg out
In the ennnes of microphysics, and yet also clann that the realtzed
propernes in tlus hierarchy can still be causally efficadous ? This is
the worrying issue raised by Jaegwon Kim iri our openmg passage and
I shall refer to the task of providmg an affirmative answer to this
question as `Kim's Challenge'

It has come as a shock to defenders of non-reductive physicaltsm
(NRP), perhaps the dommant position in much contemporary plulos-
ophy, to find Kim argumg that for their wews to be logically coherent,
then they too must successfully answer lus Challenge These main-
stream philosophers are happy to dende emergentism, and its no-
nons of downward causanon, as less than mtellectually respectable,
or even downnght 'fiaky', whilst taking their own posittons to face
no such wornes However, iii secnon 1, I shall argue that Kim is
correct that, gtven its tenets, NRP is dearly committed to both a
kmd of downward causanon and also to the intellectual burdens of
what I term 'Strong' emergence I shall darify Kim's Challenge using
what I term the Argument from Realization' (AR) whtch I will show
provides a prima facie reason to accept that only the ennnes of
crophysics should be taken to be causally efficacious In a uruverse
which physicalism is true Tlus argument is grounded m the upward
determmation mherent m realization relanons and we wdl see that it
imphes NRP should not be taken to be true

However, my goal is not primanly neganve and, In section 2, 1 will
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explore whether arguments like AR mvolve a confusion between the
imphcations of physicalism and those of a related thesis In the 'Com-
pleteness of Physics' (CoP), roughly the claim that ali microphysical
events are deterrruned by other microphysical events I will show that
the truth of CoP poses a very senous obstacle to reahzed propemes
bemg efficadous in a physicahst universe and suggest that purgmg
ourselves of a commitment to CoP offers hope for answenng Kim's
Challenge Consequendy, buddmg upon this suggestion, m section
3, I will explore a schema for an apparendy physicalist metaphysics
wluch rejects CoP and promises to estabhsh the coherence of both
Strong emergence and NRP

The scenano m quesnon is one where microphysical propemes
have a few conditional powers that they conmbute to mdividuals
when they realize certam propemes In such a situation, CoP is
clearly not true, but I wdl argue that it appears that physicahsm
does still hold true and that realized propernes may be efficacious
nonetheless As we shall see, though physicahsm holds true m dus
situation it st& plausibly mvolves both `upward' and `downward' de -
termination, where the latter is crucially an under-appreciated form
of determmanon I term 'non-causal' Such non-causal determina-
non will be central to dus novel metaphysics and I will explore at
length how das type of determination may ease the problems of non-
reductivism

Ultimately, I will condude that this metaphysical schema offers a
coherent account of Strongly emergent propernes that preserves the
truth of NRI; albett m a form that is purged of any commitment to
CoP Tlus view, I wdl argue, pronuses to successfully answer Kim's
Challenge and, m section 4, I will carefully explore which of Kun's
assumpttons and arguments this metaphystcs undermmes I will also
highlight the way m which the schema for Strong emergence, if it can
be successfully outhned, would radically atter the shape of the plulo-
sophical debate and prowde important new opttons for physicalists
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1. 'The Tenets of NRP, the Argument from Realization
and Kim's Challenge

The metaphysical framework 1 shall use m my discussion is Shoe-
maker's "causal theory of propernes" (1980) Under this account, a
property is mdividuated by the causal powers it potenually contributes
to the individuais iii which it is instannated ((1980), p 114) For
reasons that will become apparent below, I will be concerned with
propernes I term. 'causally efficacious', that is propernes whose m-
stannation actually determines the contnbution of causal powers to
an individual I will employ 'entity' In a wide manner usmg it to re-
fer to relanons, propernes, events, processes and individuais, and I
shall use 'composition' m a stmilarly wide manner to refer to onto-
logtcal relations such as realization or constitution And I will take
events to be the causal relata, though I shall often only refer to their
propernes for convemence

Non-reductive physicalism is committed to the world bemg a
composmonal luerarchy bottonung-out m the entittes of microphys-
ics, but one where the higher levei enteies m this hierarchy may
be metaphysically sigruficant m their own nght Supervemence re-
lattons are now wtdely recogruzed as madequate for frammg physi-
cahsm (Horgan (1993) and Kim (1998)) and mstead the realnation
relation is used The first tenet of NRR in physicalism (PHY), may
therefore be stated thus

(PHY) Ali individuais are conAntuted by, or identtcal to, phys-
ical individuais, and ali properties are reahzed by, or identical
to, physical propernes

The most recent forms of NRP have focussed in their second com-
nutment on the icica that the 'metaphysical significance' of realized
propernes, for example mental propernes, is that they are causally
efficactous Let us therefore call das second tenet 'Higher Causal
Efficacy' (HCE)

(HCE) There are causally efficacious reahzed propernes

Given the nature of causal efficacy, HCE implies that realized prop-
entes determine the contribution of powers to individuais, whether
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by dixectly contnbutmg such powers or otherwise determining their
contnbution

As Kim notes in our opening passage, PHY and HCE are the
bedrock of contemporary NRP And we can quickly see why Kim
has argued that NRP is committed to a form of emergence 'This
what I shall cal! 'Strong' emergence and is basically a property that is
lugher levei' In being realized, but still causally efficacious despite its
dependence upon reahzer propemes For the last one hundred and
fifty years a vanety of emergentists have tned to show that Strong
emergence is possible, with lesser and greater degrees of metaphyst-
cal msight and success 1 We can easily frame a precise cntenon for
Strong emergence

(Strong Cntenon) A property instance X, m an individual s,
Strongly emergent ortly if (A) X is a reahzed property mstance
and (B) X is causally efficacious 2

We can see the connection between NRP and Strong emergence, for
unless one can accept that some property sansfies the Strong Cnte-
non then one will not be justified in acceptmg that both PHY and
HCE ought to be held true together I thus agree with Kim (1992)
that establishing the possibffity of a certam kmd of emergence
deeply interwoven with project of vindicanng NRP as a viable po-
sitton

We can also see why Kim argues NRP mvolves a comnutment to
"downward causation" and hence "downward determmation" HCE
takes reahzed propemes to be causally efficacious and this
that such propernes play a role m deterrnming the contnbution of
some power 'C' to an individual 's' m virtue of which some effect
'e' results Howeven PHY imphes that ali propernes and individuais
are realized, and constituted, by nucrophysical entales and it appears
that e will be a microphysical event, m the sense that it will necessar-
ily mvolve a nucrophysical change Thus, if HCE is true when PHY
also holds, as NRP claims, then m fim sense there will be "downward
determmanon" and "downward causation" For if a reahzed property
is causally efficacious, then tlus apparently imphes that the realized
property will determine powers are contnbuted to some individual
that result m some microphysical effect 3 Any efficacious reahzed
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property at a lugher' levei, if it is efficactous at ali, must therefore
apparently be mvolved m some `downward' causal relation resultmg
m an effect at the lowese microphysical levei

Pouumg out that NRP is committed to forms of downward cau-
sation, and to the obligations associated with emergence, does not
necessanly pose any problems for NRF; perhaps the connection with
NRP merely vindicates these notions I However, Kim outhnes piau-
sible concems about NRP that anse from the "upward determina-
non" that reahzanon brmg in its wake In order to understand these
wornes we need to more carefully articulate the key notion of the
realization of propemes Under the causal theory it is clear enough
what the idennty of propernes consists m, but the nature of realiza-
non is less obvtous The root icica is that a realizer property "plays
the causal role of" the property it realizes, but not vice versa Thus
realizer propernes are such that the powers they contnbute to indi-
viduais are those m virtue of which some individual has the powers
individuative of the reahzed property We can make the notton of
realization more precise as follows

Property/relation mstance(s) Fl-Fn realize an instance of a
property G, in an individual s, if and only if s lias powers that
are mdividuattve of an instance of G In virtue of the powers
contnbuted by F 1-Fn to s or s's constituent(s), but not vice
versa 4

Realization is thus a nonon of "upward" determination, for the re-
alizer properttes contnbute powers that determine that the relevam
individual has the powers individuative of the reahzed property We
should mark that this determination relanon is not temporal in na-
ture, smce the upward determination mvolved m realization is In-
stantaneous, and that it does not mvolve wholly distinct entales
It therefore appears that realization is not a species of causal deter-
mmatton, smce the latter is both temporally extended and mvolves
wholly distmct entales Realization is an example of what we might
term `on.tological' or 'non-causal' determmatton, hke the relations
between the individuais beanng the part-whole or constitution rela-
non
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Havmg a better gnp upon the notion of realization we can now
illummate the concem underlymg Kim's Challenge using what I take
to be the most fundamental of Kim's arguments 5 Recai! that PHY
imphes that ali properties are reahzed by, or identical to, microphys-
ical propernes Given tias, a critic may argue that it is ontologi-
cally proffigate to take any property to contnbute causal powers, and
hence to be causally efficactous, in addition to microphystcal proper-
nes/relations For the cnnc points out that given the nature of the
realization relation, and Identity, we can account for ali the causal
powers of individuais simply using the contributions of powers by the
microphysical propernes of these individuais, or their constituents,
rather than also as contnbunons from reahzed propernes But we
cannot account for all causal powers of individuais simply as contn-
butions by realized propemes If we assume that the causal powers
of individuais are not overdetermmed, then appealmg to Occam's
Razor the cnttc argues that we should accept the extstence of no
more casually efficaaous properties than we need to account for the
causal powers of individuais The proponent of this simple argument
thus concludes that if PHY is true, then we should oniy accept that
microphysical propernes/relations are causally efficacious and hence
should take HCE to be false Lei us call this the Argument from
Realization' (AR) 6

Before we examine its wider implications, we should carefully
mark that tias type of argument does not merely apply to proper-
nes commonly taken to be realized, such as functional propernes,
but also undermmes the so-called `structural' propernes (defined by
Annstrong (1978)) that are identical to combmations of microphys-
ical individuais, propemes and relanons Tlus condusion is unsur-
pnsmg, for structural propernes are not identical to any of their com-
ponent nucrophysical propemesirelations But what then is this rela-
tionslup? Physics teus us that structural propernes are not themselves
ontologically fundamental and PHY thus imphes fundamental micro-
physical propemes/relanons realize structural propemes AR conse-
quently imphes that structural propemes should also not be taken to
be causally efficacious, for they too are realized propernes 7

AR provides a powerful prima facie critique of NRE' for it argues
that when we take PHY to be true then we should not also endorse
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HCE What AR tilummates is that realization relations provide a
powerful reason to accept reductiorusm of a very specific kmd It
may well be that multiple realization (Fodor (1974)) precludes das-
mal Nagehan reduction (Nagel (1961)) based on denvational rela-
tions between laws But realization does not protect the efficacy of
realized propemes from metaphystcal reduction — ia fact, AR illunu-
nates a plausible reason to beheve that reahzed propemes should not
be taken to be causally efficacious precisely because they are real-
ized l Unsurpnsingly given the connection we earher noted between
NRP and Strong emergence, AR thus =piles that we should neither
take Strong emergence to exist, nor take NRP to be true Rather
nonically, the long-tune shield for the truth of NRP, ia realization re-
lations, apparently become a weapon that undermmes dus position
once reductionism embraces metaphysics m the manner Kun bagh-
lights

Kim's Challenge is underpirmed by AR, but Kim aiso frames such
concems ia a number of other ways and I want to explore a couple
of these articulanons to get a gap on Kim's underlying assumptions
For example, Kim consequendy endorses what he calls the "Causai
Inhentance Principie" %%inch he states thus (where 'M' is a lugher
levei property and 'P' a phystcal property)

(The Causal Inhentance Principie) If M is mstantiated on a
given occasion by bemg realized by P, the causal powers of tius

mstance ofM are identical to (or perhaps a subset of) the causal
powers of P (Kim (1993a), p 355)

The Principie is somewhat problematic ia assummg what I have ar-
gued eisewhere is a fiawed view of realizanon, but I mil put those
wornes ande here 8 For the underlying pomt of the Principie is still
correct even if the powers of realized/realizer properttes are not ai-
ways the same, as they often are not For nonetheless ali the powers
mdtviduative of reahzed propernes still result from the powers con-
tnbuted by nucrophysical propemes when PHY holds true As the
Pnnciple's name implies, Kim presses the Klea, underpmned by AR,
that when PHY is true then ali realized propemes wdl merely mhent

their powers through the upward determmatton mvoived m realiza-
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non As a result, it is imphed that realized propernes are a causally
useless anstocratic class of property that rides upon the backs of the
causal workers, m the microphysical propernes that alone contnbute
causal powers

A corollary of the Principie and tius underlymg picture is that only
the propernes contnbuung powers should be taken to be efficacious
This is what I shall call the `Contnbutor Assumption' Consequently,
smce AR shows that PHY imphes that only trucrophysical propernes
should be taken to contnbute powers to individuais, we should only
take such propemes to be efficaaous and hence must reject NRP
For m a realizational hierarchy the powers contnbuted by the base
propemes determine ali other powers On its face, this lime of reason-
mg is very plausible and its underlymg logic is again arnculated
another important manner when Kim argues as follows

that mentahty has emerged, on the emergennsts wew, must
make a genumely new causal chfference to the world So the followmg
summanzes the heart of the emergennst doctrme on mental causa-
non mentalay must contrzbute genumely new causal powers to the world
— that is, it must have causal powers not had by any physical-brological
propertzes, not even those from whtch it has emerged

I submit that this is prectsely the comtmtment of the [contem-
porary] noureductwe phystcalists (Ktm (1992), p 135 Original
emphasts)

Here we see AR and the Conmbutor Assumpnon at work AR shows
that realized propemes should be taken to contnbute no powers and
the Contnbutor Assumption says that a property can be efficacious
only if it contnbutes powers Thus we have an obvtous conclusion
mental, and other special science, propemes can only be efficacious
if they contnbute their very own powers wluch Vangle' free from the
web of microphysical powers For tf the causal power in question
embedded in the microphysical web, then AR shows us microphysi-
cal propernes will suffice to account for tlus causal powert The truth
of HCE, concludes this argument, must thus involve the rejecnon
of PHY, smce the reahzed property ownmg such a Vangimg' power
would not be completely microphysically reahzed The argument
thus concludes that what 1 will cal! the `Dualistic Presumpnon'
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true — that the truth of HCE entalis some form of dualism, involv-
mg a `spoolcy' non-phystcal ennty, whether an entelechy, or stmply a
non-physical power or force Once agam, this reasonmg is hke ali the
reasoning used to frame Kim's Challenge It presses the pomt that
PHY and 1-ICE should not both be taken to be true and hence that
we should reject NRF,' and notions of Strong emergence and down-
ward causation

2. Good CoP or Bad CoP? The Murky Imphcanons of
the Completeness of Physics

Unfortunately for defenders of NRP, we have seen that once one
attends to the metaphystcs of NRP and emergentism, then both
positions are equally challenged by AR and related arguments In
response to AR, metaphysical reducttontsts hke Kim counsel us to
abandon HCE, whdst ann-physicahst philosophers, such as O'Conn-
or (1994) or Humphreys (1997), suggest we reject PHY However,
both PHY and HCE are very well confirmed theses and it would
clearly be preferable to accept both Rather than having to make
the pamful chotce of which thests to give-up, I therefore propose to
more carefully examine the argument, In AR, that putanvely shows
they should not both be held together To this end, m the present
section I wtll examine a distinct, but closely related, thesis to PHY
In what I earher termed the Vompleteness of Physics' (CoP) I wdl
show that CoP generates grave problems for the truth of HCE and
my hope is that phdosophers may have confused the implications of
CoP for those of PHY If my suspicton is correct, then rejecting CoP
may offer hope In showmg that PHY and HCE can both be mie, and
hence that NRP may be coherent after ali

We may precisely frame CoP as follows

(Completeness of Physics) Ali microphystcal events are deter-
mmed, m so far as they are determmed, by prior microphysical
events and the laws of physics

We should first note that CoP is distmct from PHY and was not used
In formulatmg AR For wlule PHY makes a daim about the ontologt-
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cal relations amongst ali propernes and individuais, CoP is concemed
with the determmation of mtcrophysical events and most pamcu-
larly with the nature of the laws mvolved m this CoP is mtended to
concern simple laws that directly refer only to microphysical enteies
and wluch are discovered by studymg isolated systems of microphys-
ical entales For instance, quantum mechamcal theones are taken
to supply such laws and CoP imphes that these, and other, laws of
physics suffice to determine ali mtcrophysical events, tri so far as they
are determmed, whether these events are located in simple systems or
complex aggregates We should consequently mark that PHY could
apparently be true even if CoP were false Constder, for mstance, a
world where microphysical emules are govemed by a complex patch-
work of fundamental laws, some of which hold in simple systems and
others wluch only hold m complex aggregates In such a world CoP is
apparently false, but PHY is not obviously violated and I will shortly
sketch a situation where this holds true

CoP is espeaally important because ti subtly configures the proj-
ects and problems undertaken by many contemporary plulosophers,
whether as an exphat workmg assumpnon or often through its im-
plica gnp upon ther thmkmg It is therefore worthwhile to exam-
me CoP's imphcations to appreaate that it considerably deepens the
problems faced ui answermg AR For m order to block AR one
must provide a metaphysical reason why mstannation of some real-
ized property 'H' is necessary to account for the causal powers of some
individual But if there were a causal power of the relevant kind, then
one would need to pont the instannation of the realized property H
by some mdividual in order to account both for some causal power C
and any microphysical event that results from an individual havmg
C Once agam, assummg the non-existence of overdetermmanon of
causal powers, if we had a successful response to AR, then the mi-
crophystcal would not be causally complete For not all microphysical
events would be determmed, In so far as they are determmed, solely
by prior microphysical events, smce H would be a determmant of
some such events Though quick, 1 suggest that this shows the truth
of CoP is mconsistent with satisfaction of the Strong Cntenon and
hence provides an obstacle to the existence of realized properties that
are efficaaous
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How does CoP generate such clifficulnes ? I contend that it does
so by embodymg a very particular, and crucially unexammed, view of
nucrophysical propernes Recall that CoP imphes that the sanle sim-
pie set of laws, only direcdy referring to nucrophysical entales and
which govems simple systems, suffices to determine the causal be-
haviors of microphysical propernes whether thei are mstannated in
simple systems or complex aggregates In essence, this assumes that
the contnbunons of causal powers by microphysical propernes are
captured by such laws and are hence everywhere the same By its
nature, CoP thus promotes the twm ideas that (a) the mtcrophysi-
cal propemes are homogeneous in their contributtons of causal powers
across ali condmons and (b) such contributions of powers are deter-
nuned, In so far as they are determtned, only by other mtcrophystcal
propernes As a result, CoP imphes the contnbutions of causal pow-
ers by nucrophysical propernes is a determinative monopoly, where
only microphysical propemes have any role ia determirung the pow-
ers contnbuted by any microphysical property

But if PHY is also true, then as we have seen ali the causal pow-
ers dali propernes result from the powers contnbuted to individuais
by microphysical propemes When CoP and PHY are true together,
then it appears that only microphysical propernes can play any role
m determmmg the contributions of powers to individuais The com-
bination of CoP and PHY thus extinguishes ali hope of realized prop-
emes playmg any deternunative, and hence causal, role When CoP
is true in addinon to PHY, it thus certainly is the case that the up-
ward detemunation mvolved in realization confficts with any form
of downward determination For CoP by itself unphes a determina-
tive monopoly with regard to the contribution of powers by the fun-
damental microphysical propernes and this consequently leaves no
space for any determina-me role for reahzed propemes m a physical-
ist world

These conclustons make our work m illummatmg CoP's troubling
imphcanons more than worthwhde, for they support the hopeful idea
I mooted earher Although AR actually only uses PHY as a premise,
have plulosophers wrongly unphatly imported CoF,' and its troubhng
imphcations, when assessmg AR7 Have we perhaps wrongly mistaken
the bleak conclusions of PHY and CoP,' for those which flow from
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PHY alone and which may be far more benign ? In the next sec-
non, I will explore these important questions by considenng how the
prospects look for HCE and Strong emergence if we attempt to retam
PHY, but reject CoP 9

3. A Schema for a Physicahst Metaphysics of
Vownward' Determmation

When Sydney Shoemaker first outlined his causal theory of prop-
emes he pointed out that many propemes conmbute their causal
powers "condmonally" (Shoemaker (1980)) 'The property of bemg
krufe-shaped illustrates his pomt When tlus property is mstannated
m an individual with the propernes of bemg made of steel and bemg
krufe-sized, then dias property contnbutes causal powers resulttng m
an individual that cuts flesh But when instantiated in an individual
with the propemes of bemg made of wax, or betng of microscoptc
size, then the property of being lcrufe shaped contnbutes causal pow-
ers that do not result In an individual that cuts flesh Wax, or minute,
'craves don't cut Shoemaker thus concluded that many properttes
have "conditional" powers, causal powers they contnbute to individ-
uais only conchuonally upon the tnstannatton of other properues This
cornmon phenomenon is apparently another instance of ontologt-
cal, as opposed to causal, determmatton The mstannation of cer-
tam propernes pamally determines the causal powers contnbuted by
other propernes and obviously not ultimately through a causal pro-
cess, on pam of regress, smce it is the properties' powers to cause that
are themselves bemg determmed

The usefulness of conditional powers for my purposes becomes
dearer when we ask what we abandon when we purge ourselves of
CoP7 Crucially, we are rejecung CoP's two imphcations m (a) and
(b) In explonng the metaphysical space that may appear when CoP
is abandoned, I will therefore assume, contra (a), that microphysical
propernes are heterogeneous m their contributions of powers across
condinons and contnbute some powers only under certam condi-
nons, thus takmg such fundamental properties to have what Shoe-
maker terms "condinonal" powers And, contra (b), 1 will further as-
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sume that microphysical properties only contnbute such conditional
powers when they realize certam propernes The type of situation
I want to explore thus focuses on conditional powers of a very spe-
cffic kind It is a scenano ia which fundamental realizer propernes
contribute powers conchtionally upon realizing a certam property 1°

Let us therefore assume that the ontologically fundamental mi-
crophysical propernes/relations, `P1', `P2', `P3"Pn', instannated
In nucrophysical individuais 'ai', `a2', `a3' etc , realize an mstance of
a property 'H' ia 's', where s is constituted by ai, a2, a3, etc The
particular situation I want to consider is one m which P1, a micro-
physical reahzer of H, contnbutes one of its causal powers to indi-
viduais only conclitionally upon reahzmg an mstance of H Let us call
this conditional power `C*' and take it to be the power to cause some
microphysical effect 'Pz' Thus we are assunung that C* is shghtly dif-
ferent from the causal powers PI contnbutes when not reahzmg H
In such a situation, PI is thus mdividuated by one conditional power
which mstances of P1 contnbute only when realumg H (In spelling-
out the case I shall assume that propernes, and their contnbutions of
powers, determine the laws that hold, however I will eventually show
that the very same points may be made if we take laws to determine
properties and therr powers I therefore leave the discussion of laws
untai later)

First, is HCE true In this novel situation ?. It is plausible that it
is The property H parnally determines the contnbution of a causal
power to an individual, since P1 only conmbutes C* to individuais
when realizing H Assummg that P1 Is mstannated ia ai, then ai
havmg C* is accounted for only by ascribing the realued property H
to the individual s that ai consteutes Admittedly, the power C* is
contnbuted by the microphysical property P1 But how could this not
be the case if PHY is true 7 The crucial pomt is that m the particular
circumstances, H is a necessary member of the propernes wluch are
only jomtly sufficient for deternurung the contnbution of C* to ai

There is thus a prima face reason to beheve, In this situation, first,
that the realized property H is a causally efficacious property, smce
it pamally determines the contribution of a power to an individual,
and, second, that HCE is consequently also true

An obvious question is commonly raised at this poria Why is
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the realned property H the best candidate for parnally determin-
ti-1g the power contributed by PI, rather than the combmation of
ali the microphysical individuais, propernes and relations that re-
alize/constitute H and s 7 In fact, I thmk there are real difficulttes
surroundmg the metaphysics, and even existence, of such structural
propemes, but we can see that the pomt I am making still goes
through even if we accept their extstence For we have aiready noted
that structural propemes, if they exist, are themselves reahzed prop-
emes 'The combmanon of microphysical propernes/relations is not
identical to any of the particular microphysical propernes/relations,
but is mstead realized by them The structural property is thus not an
alternative to some reahzed property mstance, but is a reahzed prop-
erty mstance itself Thus if such a combniation can be a necessary
member of a set of propernes only jomtly sufficient for determuung
the contnbunon of a certam causal power to an Individual, then a re-
alized property instance would stillapparently be causally efficacious

Would PHY still hold true in the situation sketched ? In such a
case, there are apparently no new, `danghng' causal powers, nor are
there consequently any new enraies wluch are not physically com-
posed The pamal ontological determination of powers by H would
only mvolve a `quanntative' rather than a `quahtative' change at the
microphysical levei — it would be shght enough that the fundamen-
tal reahzer propemes would sun contnbute the vast preponderance
of causal powers they contnbute elsewhere The pomt is that that
the powers contnbuted by PI are extremely numerous and differ by
only one power when reahzing H Given the overwhelming overlap
of causal powers between the property m the scenano m question and
P1, then parnmony principies of the type noted by Shoemaker (1980)
imply that, when realning H and contnbutmg one different power,
we st& have an mstance of the microphyncal property PI Thus it
is plausible that m this broached scenano the same fundamental mi-
crophysical forces (or other fundamental nucrophysical propemes)
would still exist when reahzed propernes parnally determine their
conmbutions of powers, and there wouid be no new non-physical
forces, powers or propernes

Focussing upon the non-causal nature of the determmanon ex-
erted by the reahzed property m this case further dlummates why
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there will be no new ontologically fundamental forces (or other prop-
ernes) H is not caustng PI to contnbute certam powers Causal rela-
tions typic,ally are mediated by forces and/or the transfer of energy —
thus if H causally determmed Pl's contnbution of powers then there
might well be a new force But m the scenano, H is exerting a non-
causal determinative mfluence and, as with part-whole or realization
relations, this does not mvolve the exemon of a force and/or transfer
of energy As a consequence, H's determinative role does not conse-
quently produce any new, fundamental non-physical forces or causal
powers We can further highhght this pomt by focussmg on the na-
ture of the powers in this case Although PI 's conmbuting the causal
power C* is parnally determmed by realizmg H, the causal power C*
is nonetheless sun a causal power of a nucrophystcal property m PI
and sall contnbutedby a microphysical property We can therefore see
that ali the causal powers of s, and its constituents ai, a2, a3, etc ,
are still had solely m virtue of the powers contnbuted by microphys-
ical propernes/relations Consequently, H is sull a realized property
and ris reahzers are PI, P2, P3 Pn We thus see that the fundamen-
tal microphysical forces, or other microphystcal propernes, may have
condmonal causal powers whose conmbutton is determmed, m pari,
by realizing a certam property But thts apparently does not entali the
existence of any physically unrealized property, or any fundamental
non-physical power PHY therefore also holds true in this situation,
ame ali propemes are still reahzed by, or identical to, microphysical
propemes/relanons

To summanze, we have so far found good reasons to think that
m the broached metaphysical scenano ir very well may be the case
that PHY and HCE can both be true when we purge ourselves of
CoP This bnef sketch already suggests that abandonmg CoP pro-
vides a prorrusing approach to re-estabhshmg the coherence of both
Strong emergence and NRP However, In order to give a better idea
of the proposed metaphysics 1 now want to explore the kmds of laws
tt implies I will then also consider one important objection to the
coherence of the broached scenano

Before we can address the laws m this case we need to carefully
descnbe a very specific type of law 11 The first feature of this land
of law as that it mvolves mehminable reference to a reahzed property
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and its second feature is a specific form of undenvabilay There is a
very nch range of statements that may be involved in any attempted
denvation of a law and I have attempted to reflect tlus In my defi-
nition (And though in the following discussion I may omit certam
statements for brevity, the defirution frames my precise mtent about
such laws) In adchnon, I stipulate that when discussmg underiv-
ability I do not mean a merely epistemic relation, for example the
mability of humans or their theones to allow the denvation of laws
Rather, by `undenvability' 1 shall mean absolute failure of entailment,
whether discoverabie by us or not

Given these features, I will therefore call the laws m question 'ti-
undenvable', ume they uktmately fail to be entailed by the class of
statements outhned I define such laws as follows

A law L is U-undenvable tf and only tf (1) L directly refers to
some realized property H, and (a) L is not entailed by any
combination of the laws govemmg microphysical propemes
m aggregates simpler than those mstantiating H, statements
about lower levei background conditions, the compositional
principies applymg to simpler aggregates than those mstann-
ating H, any analytic statements or statements of other neces-
sary truths, and any statements about the Identity, realization
or constitution, of any entity by microphysical entales

Under thts definition, the laws of physics as conceived of by the pro-
ponent of CoP will not be U-undenvable, smce they do not take these
laws to directly refer to any reahzed property, and they hence fail con-
&non (1)

We can quickly see the connections between the special type of
reahzed propemes we have sketched In our scenano and U-undenv-
able laws In our broached situation, P1 has a conchnonal causal
power and the mstance of P1 would not contnbute such a power tf

the laws govemmg the behavior of microphysical propemes could In
ali cases be denved from composmonal prmciples and laws apply-
mg to less complex microphysical aggregates, lower levei background
condinons, etc For if ali the laws holdmg of P1 were so denvable,
then P1 's contnbution of powers would be homogeneous across ali
condinons Given that the causal behavior of P1 when realizing H
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m $ is different than it would be if the laws govemmg P1 were ali so
derwable, then it appears that s and is microphysical constituents
are subject to a U-undenvable law This is apparently true, for we
can state this law, 1E', as follows

(LE) For ali aggregates, m an aggregate m which an mstance
of 131 realizes property H, this mstance of P1 causes Pz 12

The law LE is apparently a fundamental law, since it is absolutely un-
denvable What LE emboles is the fact that m the case at hand the
contnbunon of one of P1 's causal powers is brutely and fundamentally
mdexed to its reahzanon of a particular property The U-undenvable
law simply expresses the fundamental determinative role played by
mstances of the realized property 1-1 in the scenano This determina-
non is ultunately non-causal m nature, but such non-causal determt-
nation plausibly also allows H to play a causal role and hence to be
causally efficacious, since H is non-causally determirung the contn-
bution of causal powers by an ontologically fundamental property

So far I have been assunung that propemes and their powers de-
termine the nature of laws, but, as I promised, we can now also see
how one may argue for a similar conclusion if one takes laws to de-
termine propemes and their contributions of powers 13 In order to
understand thts type of argument, we first need to locate an appropn-
ate methodological pnnctple to use for argumg from the nature of the
fundamental laws to conclusions about which entales are fundamen-
tally detemunatwe In order to find such a principie let us look to
the argumentatwe practice of the metaphysical reductionist for guid-
ance, smce this wdl provide a principie that is at least dialectically
effectwe

The metaphystcal reduchorust claras that scientific evidence sup-
ports CoP and the conclusion that the basic laws of the unwerse only
directly refer to the ontologically fundamental mtcrophysical enti-
nes Let us use the phrase `Microphysical Base Set" to refer to the
set of statements compnsing the laws of physics, statements detaffing
the background physical facts, and composmonal principies applying
to the aggregation of nucrophysical entines, ali of which statements
oniy drecdy refer to microphysicai entines 'The metaphysical re-
ductionist clauns that ali other laws are, m principie, denvable from
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the Microphysical Base Set of statements m combmation with state-
ments detailing the relanons of Identity, constuution or realization
holdmg between composed emules and microphysical entales The
metaphysical reductionist allows that m such a denvation one must,
of course, use the statements detatImg which nucrophysical entittes
compose which other entales to effect such a denvanon (and some-
times also statements of necessary truths) But she argues that such
statements do not descnbe any further fundamentally determinative
entmes, for these statements, she continues, merely detail the results

of the upward determmatton, denvmg from realization, exerted by
the entittes directly referred to m the Microphysical Base Set

The entales directly referred to ia the Microphysical Base Set
of statements therefore exilaust the fundamentally determinative
entmes, argues the metaphysical reducttomst, smce tius is the sim-
plest set of statements from which we can derive ali the other laws
and facts In drawmg thts conclusion, the metaphysical reductionist
therefore implicitly assumes that we can `read-off the fundamentally
determinative entittes from the mmunal set of statements needed
to derive ali the other facts and laws, m combmanon with state-
ments detailing relations of realization, constitution or Identity Con-
sequently, given their arguments about the Microphysical Base Set,
the metaphysical reductionist takes the ontologically fundamental
nucrophysical entales to be the ordy fundamentally determmattve en-
nties

Bearmg In mind the reductionist's key methodological assump-
non, about when we may `read-off the nature of the fundamental de -
terminative entmes, let us now return to our very different scenano
Recall that we have assumed that in the case of the individual s the
laws govermng the nucrophysical propernes of s's constituents will
not be entailed by the laws of physics, the background microphysical
conditions holdmg of the aggregates, and the compositional princi-
pies holdmg of aggregates simpler than s Even when the statements
fully describing all the microphysical properties/relanons of the mi-
crophysical constnuents of s are added to this set of statements, then
these statements will suil not entali, the law LE This is just what it
means for the law LE to be U-undenvable Therefore In the situation
we have sketched, reference to the reahzed property H, through the
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law LE, is unavoidabie In the =mal set of statements needed to
entali the laws and facts holding of both the realized and the micro-
phystcal propernes of s and its consntuents What answer do we get m
such a case when we apply the reductionises methodological princi-
pies that we can 'read-off' the fundamentally determinative entales
from the ~mal set of statements needed to derive ali the other
facts and laws, in combination with statements detailmg relations of
realization, constautton or alennty7 In such a situation, the mmimal
set of statements needed to entali ali the laws, and facts, directly, and
melimmably, refers to a reahzed property in H It therefore appears
that, gtven the nature of the laws mvolved, the reductionises own
principie =pites we must conclude that a realized property plays a
fundamental determmattve role m such a case

Our exammation of the nature of the laws mvoived m the broach-
ed scenano further supports the condiu.= that realized properties
may be causally efficacious by non-causally detemurung the powers
contributed by the microphysical propemes that realize them This
type of reahzed property provides a promising ;Álea about satisfying
the Strong Cntenon and I shall henceforth refer to such reahzed
propernes as `Strongly emergene where we may define this notion
precisely as follows

(SE) A property mstance Xis Strongiy emergent, m an individ-
ual s, if and anly if (i) Xis realized by other properties/relattons,
and (a) X parnally non-causally determines the causal pow-
ers contnbuted by at least one of the fundamental proper-
ttes/relations reahzing X 14

As we have seen, such Strongly emergent propernes provide a
promismg response to Kim's Challenge, and hence potennally vmdi-
cate NRP, stnce they apparently underpm a scenano m which both
PHY and HCE are both true Howeveç I want to condude the sec-
non by testmg the metaphysical schema we have developed agamst
a common objection that seeks to show that the proposed scenano is
not coherent after ali because it faces a "Chicken-and-the-Egg" type
paradox

This kmd of worry can roughly be framed as follows 15 Can one
expiam, asics the objector, how the property instance H could deter-
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mine that the mstance of the microphysical property P1 contnbutes
the power C* to a P For, the objector argues, it appears that the in-
stance of H needs to exist prior to the mstance of P1 's contribution of
C*, since H is supposed to determine this conmbution And yet the
mstance of H is only brought into existence after the contnbunon of
C* has been determmed, ume the mstance of P1 realizes H m part
by conmbunng C* f Thus we can see that the situation proposed is
not logically possible, condudes the objector, for either 1 3 1 precedes
H or H precedes P1, and either way the scenano is mcoherent

A crucial, and mistaken, assumption apparently underhes this ob-
jectou that the only type of determmation is causal m nature, and
thus temporally extended, occurring between wholly dist-met ennnes,
and usually mvolving the transfer of energy and/or the mediatton of
some force Thus the objector assumes that the determmanon rela-
non holdmg between the instances of P1 and H is causal and there-
fore temporally extended But such an assumption is highly con-
tentious, smce we have seen there is strong prima facte evidence that
there is another, and very different, kmd of determination m cases
of parts-wholes, realization or conditional powers This is what I
termed non-causal, or ontological, determination Non-causal deter-
mination, as we have seen, is mstantaneous, does not involve wholly
distmct entines, and apparently mvolves no transfer of energy and/or
mediation of force Since we have two kmds of determmation, why
assume that the determmative relations between the mstances of H
and P1 will be causal m nature, rather than bemg an instance of non-
causal determinam&

Furthermore, a appears that the relation between H and P1 is not
one between wholly chsnnct entales and is therefore of a kmd with
realaation, or part-whole relanons, rather than causation Just as
with any non-causal determmative relation between propernes, such
as m a case of reahzation, the mstances of P1 and H are not wholly
dist:met entales, the determinative relations between them are not
mediated by a force and/or an energy transfer And the determi-
nation mvolved is thus presumably instantaneous in nature, smce it is
ontological determmanon With the distmcnon between the types of
deternunation firmly in mmd, a appears to be a pronusing response
to the objection to argue that it is based on sometlung dose to a cate-
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gory mistake In asking whether the instance of Pl, or that of H, exists
first

Having noted this response, we now have an especially appropn-
ate point at which to summanze our findings In dus section For, at
its root, the metaphystcal schema we have been explonng is inter-
estmg precisely for what it reveals about the important, and under-
appreciated, role that non-causal determmation can play m a physi-
calist world The objection we have just exammed is based around a
failure to pay sufficient heed to non- causal determination and such a
fadure also underhes, and fatally undermmes, the recent arguments
agamst NRP For we have found that once one throws off CoP, and
its determinative monopoly, then there is space for realized proper-
nes to play a role m a physicahst world Crucially, one must abandon
the idea that causal determmation is the only vanety of determina-
tive relation, as one must if one endorses the existence of part-whole
relations, realtzation or conditional causal powers Non-causal de-
termination means that a Strongly emergent reahzed property need
not step outside the microphysical web of propernes, and powers, In
order to be causally efficacious We have found that nucrophysical
realization need not be a strattjacket chokmg any possibility of a re-
alized property being causally efficacious For if a realized property
mstance parnally, and non-causally, determines some of the powers
contnbuted by its microphysical reahzers, then the reahzed property
can be efficactous through these microphysical reahzers and their pow-
ers, and without the existence of any non-physical forces or powers

With the schema for Strong emergence, it appears that we have
successfully outlmed a conceptual representation m which HCE and
PHY are both true One estabhshes that a ser of statements is logt-
cally coherent by concewmg of a situation in which these statements
are all true, usually by building a conceptual representation of such
a case The metaphysical schema ouffined m dus secnon thus shows
that AR is m fact either uwand and/0r unsound, for we have found
a logically coherent situation m which we ought to take both PHY
and HCE to be true That Kim and others have faded to appreciate
the non-causal determmatwe role that reahzed propernes might play
even in a physicahst unwerse is perhaps unsurpnsmg For as 1 earher
suggested, it appears that these philosophers may mdeed have mi-
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phatly unported the implications of CoP when trymg to assess those
of PHY Nonetheless, we have now found a reason to reject Kim's
key argument m AR

4. Strong Ernergence, Patchwork Physicaksm and an
Altered Landscape

The schema for Strong emergence presented In the last section must
obviously be fleshed-out m far more detail In order to be deferisible,
and I have barely begun the large amount of work needed to de-
fend such an original metaphystcal account 16 However, I want to
conclude the paper by examming whether it would be worthwhde
to seek such a detaded articulation by considenng how the mtellec-
tual landscape would be altered by a successful defense of das kind
of Strong emergence In order to do this, I want to dose the paper,
as I began it, by discussmg a passage from Kim 'This will be doubly
useful, ume m the course of my discussion I will more carefully detad
which of Kim's arguments, and assumptions, are challenged by such
a nouon of Strong emergence

In the passage, Kim questions whether defenders of NRP can
abandon the Completeness of Physics After notmg that emergentuts
expliatly reject Col; or the "causal closure of physics" as he terms it,
Kim says

I doubt	 that contemporary non-reductive phystcabsts can afford
to be so cavalier about the problem of causal closure [i e the truth
of Coln to give up this principie is to acknowledge that there can
m pnnciple be no complete phystcal theory of physical phenomena,
that theorencal physics, msofar as it aspires to be a complete theory,
must cease to be pure physics and mvoke irreducibly non-physical
causal powers — vital principies, enteleciues, psychic energies, elan
vital, or whatnot If that is what you are wilimg to embrace, why
call yourself a `physicalise 7 Your basic theory mil have to be a muced
one, a combmed physical-mental theory, just as it would be under
Cartesian mteractionism And ali this may put the layered view of
the world itself into jeopardy (Kim (1993a), pp 209-10)

As a result of his argumenta about the problems of non-reductivism,
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Kim thus seeks to frame the state of the debate m the following
manner 17 On one stde, on Kun's view, we have reductive physi-
cahsts who accept both PHY and CoP These metaphysical reduc-
tiorusts accept Kun's arguments, such as AR, and hence deny the
causal efficacy (and possibly even the existence) of reahzed proper-
nes However unmtuitive this may seem, the reductive position can
be coherently articulated In contrast, on the other side, Kim argues
we have the standard non-reductive physicahsm that accepts PHY,
and also Ca,' but wiuch further claras that realized propernes are
causally efficacious and endorses HCE Such a non-reductive physi-
calism Kim argues, and I belteve nghtly, has yet to answer his Chal-
lenge and show itself to be a coherent posttion 18 For as we have
seen, it appears that PHY and CoP together imply that we should
not take HCE to be true The mcoherence of the standard version
of NRF,' Kim imphes, means that the metaphysically reducttve post-
non is the `only (coherent) game in town' for physicahsts For, ustng
what I earher called the Dualistic Presumption, Kun argues physi-
cahsts cannot give up on CoP on pam of fallmg mto a commitment
to "irreducibly non-physical causal powers — vital principies, ent-
elechies, psychic energies, elan vital, or whamot" Thus, even given
its unsettling consequence that mental and other realized propemes
are not causally efficacious, physicalists must adopt a metaphysically
reductionist version of physicalism on pain of collapsmg uno either
mcoherence or dualism

So much for Kim's view of the state of the debate If Strong emer-
gence of the type sketched m secnon 3 can be successfully defended,
then we can see that a number of Kun's arguments are fatally flawed,
and that the debate has a very different character Let me detad
these pomts m tum Through the schema for Strong emergence we
can now see the fallacious steps m Ktra's central argument for meta-
physical reductionism Apparently following CoP, AR unplicitly as-
sumes either that all the causal powers of rrucrophysical propemes are
unconditional in nature and/or that when microphysical properties
have condinonal powers these powers are contributed conditionally
upon the presence only of other nucrophysical propernes But our
schema shows that notiung about PHY or the realization relatton, as
opposed to Cor; supports this assumption When PHY is true the
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causal powers of microphysical propernes can be contnbuted condi-
nonally on the presence of the propernes they realize if these real-
ized properties non-causally determine the contnbution of powers by
their reahzers As a result, when PHY is true, tt may be necessary to
posa a reahzed property m order to account for the powers of indi-
viduais and it thus appears that we should reject AR

Our schema for Strong emergence also indicates that the Contrib-
utor Assumption is mistaken We have now found that it is wrong to
assume a property can only be efficacious In a physicahst world by
directly contnbutmg powers, for a property may non-causally deter-
mine some other property's contnbution of powers and hence
be efficacious, though not directly contnbutmg the relevant power
Consequently, Strongly emergent reahzed properttes that exist as a
result of the upward determination of realization need not be a use-
less anstocranc class of propernes The underlying potra of Kim's
famous Inhentance Pnnciple may thus be correct, but he is wrong to
assume that tt impugns all reahzed propernes For though they may,
m a sense, mhent ali their causal powers, nonetheless such realized
propernes can be amongst the causally efficactous workers if they are
Strongly emergent and non-causally determine the conmbutton of
powers by the fundamental reahzer propernes

The Dualistic Presumption is also shown to be too quick by our
schema for Strong emergence, for we can now see that HCE can
be true even though reahzed propernes do not contrtbute powers
distinct from, or "over-and-above", the powers contnbuted by the
ontologically fundamental microphystcal propernes Kim's assernon,
in our closmg passage, that non-reductivists cannot give up on CoP
without fallmg mto a posmon of a kmd with "Cartestan mteraction-
ism" is thus unwarranted, smce ali propernes can be reahzed by
crophysical propernes even when CoP fads to be true In the kmd
of universe outhned tn section 3, both PHY and HCE are apparently
true simultaneously without the existence of any new forces For
Strongly emergent realized propernes are efficactous and mvolve no
new `danglmg' non-physical powers or forces, for ali the powers of
Strongly emergent properties result from the powers contnbuted by
microphysical properttes/relations

1 suggest that a suitable name for this new form of non-reductiv-
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ism is Tatchwork physicalismt 19 For such a posmon agrees with
metaphyucally reducnve forms of physicalism that ali propernes are
mtcrophystcally reahzed, but differs over the nature of the basic laws,
the determinanve entales, and the range of causally efficactous prop-
emes Metaphystcal reductiornsm claims the laws of physics are the
only basic laws, but as we have seen the Patchworkian clauns there
is a `patchworkt of such laws mdudmg certam U-underivable lugher
laws The patchwork metaphor ais() works well for the clauns about
determmanon In the schema for Strong emergence Metaphysical re-
ductionism clatms there Is just one set of fundamentally determina-
tive, and hence causally efficacious, entales in those of microphysics
In contrast, Patchwork physicalism is commuted to a mosatc of fun-
damentally detemunative entales, not just the microphysical prop-
entes but also the Strongly emergent realized propemes with wluch
the mtcrophysical propernes share the determmation of some funda-
mental causal powers

We might even push the Patchwork rnetaphor snll further For
many reductionists have suggested that smce reahzed properties are
not actually causally efficactous then we should not take any such
properties to extst, but should mstead only endorse the extstence of
useful lugher levei predicates and concepts (Kim (1997) and (1998))
The Patchwork picture provides grounds to resist such conclustons
For its truth would justify us iii accepting the existence of Strongly
emergent realued propemes, for they may be causally efficaaous un-
der the Patchwork posmon Thus m contrast to the metaphysical
reductiomst, who clarim that there are only tmcrophysical propernes,
relations and individuais, the Patchworkian may argue that the um-
verse contams a patchwork of higher and lower propemes, as well
as the layers of individuais instannatmg them Far from the lay-
ered view collapsing when we reject CoP as Kim also suggests m
our last quote, Patchwork phystcalism preserves a layered utuverse
with as patchwork of propernes In fact, contra Kim, exactly the te-
verse conduston is supported For it is the one-dimensional world of
the reductzontst, resultmg from CoP that only contams microphysical
propernes and wluch is lackmg leveis

Admittedly, Ktm is quite correct that in accepting the Patchwork
verston of non-reducnve physicalism, and its underlytng nonon of
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Strong emergence, then one must abandon CoP as our expression of
the manner In which physics is comprehensive, or complete How-
ever, after we reflect upon the very strong &mis that we have now
found to be embodied In CoP this may not be such a great pnce
for physicahsts to pay For if the schema for Strong emergence out-
Imed can be successfully be supported m detail, then In appears there
would actually be two coherent options for physicahsts to choose be-
tween On one side, there is still a rnetaphysical reductionist postnon,
favored by Kim m hm pessinustic moments, that embraces both PHY
and Ca but wluch rejects HCE and the efficacy of our own men-
tal propemes, as well as those of the special sciences generally On
the other sitie is a Patchwork physicahsm that posits the existence
of Strongly emergent properties and hence endorses both PHY and
HCE, allowing a space for mental, and other reahzed, propemes to
be causally efficacious, whilst rejectmg the truth of CoP

Do we have more evidence for Cor; or for the existence of causally
efficauous realized propernes and hence HCE ? How one answers this
large, and difficult, quesnon will decide wluch option one chooses,
t e reductionist or Patchwork physicalism This chuce will mvolve
a careful mterpretation, and evaluation, of the evtdence provided by
all the sciences, mcludmg the special sciences and the sciences of
complexfty, as well as physics When framed in these terms, I con-
tend that it is presently far from obvious whether our present evi-
dence favors a metaphysically reductiorust, or a Patchwork, physical-
um My conclusion is consequently that non-reductive physicalists
should further investigate the schema for Strong emergence that I
have begun to illummate And, though I have not pursued ft here,
non-reductivists must also pursue the parallel project of explonng
whether emptrical findings, and most especially those of the new sci-
ences of complexity, support the existence of such Strongly emergent
propernes 2° For such projects of showmg that we hve m a Patchwork
physicahst universe offer one of the few hopes for vinchcating NRP
and the causal efficacy of mental, and other reahzed, propern 21es
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Notes

1 See Gillett (Forthcommg-c) for a detaded overview of the accounts posit-
ing Strong emergence such as Alexander (1920), Sperry (1992) and New
man (1996), amongst many others
2 Note that my nonon of "Strong" emergence is unportantly different from
that referred to by Mark Bedau's (1997) and his paper m this volume We
should ais° note that this is only a cntenon, a way of picking out tius con-
cept, offermg one necessary condinon for a property to be Strongly emer-
gent and, plausibly, there mil be other conditions In section 3, I wili sketch
one account of the nature of these further conditions
3 For Kim's own precise argument for NRP's commement to downward cau-
sation see Kirn (1992)
4 1 defend this definmon at length m my (Forthcommg-a) and (Unpubksh-
ed-c) As I expiam m these papers the definition is more complex than the
usual defuutions of realizanon, but this is needed if one is to respect the chf-
ferent individuais m which realized/realizer propernes may be instannated
and the chfferent powers they may contabute
5 1 have defended the dairn that the AR is Kun's basic argument at length
iii allett and Rives (2001)
6 Kirn has perhaps done the most to diummate the nature of these prob-
lenis In a senes of papers and books, see for example Kim (1993a), (1993b),
(1997), (1998) and (1999) Kun's arguments are primanly focussed on the
causal efhcacy of reahzed properttes and similar arguments, mcluding argu-
ments directed at disposmonal propernes, are also found in Prior, Pargetter
and Jackson (1982), Martm (1997) and Heti (2000), amongst others Note
also that as I have framed ti, put precisely AR's conclusion is that we should
not accept the truth of HCE when PHY is true However, there are argu-
ments that seek to estabhsh stronger dauns, see for example Kim (1999)
7 Lycan (1987) and others have ali pressed tius general type of pomt allett
(Forthconung-a) and (Unpubhshed-c) offers a metaphysical argument for
the ciam
8 The latest version of the principie, which does not dtffer ai substance,
found m Kim (1998), p 54 The problem with ali these versions of the
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principie is that they assume that reahzer/realized propernes c.ontnbute all,
or at least some, of the same powers to individuais But there are very
many cases of realizanon diummated by the sciences where realized/realizer
propernes contnbute rio comtnon powers to individuais Thus the underlymg
metaphysical assumptions about realization emboched m the principie are
mistaken Here I do not pursue these problems, but for a full account see
Glliett (Forthcommg-a) and (Unpubhshed-b)
9 Some may doubt whether one can have a `physicahsm' if the position re-
jects CoP and Melnyk (1995), for example, makes just this ciam I shall
argue below that we can see such views are mistaken and that a robust phys-
icalism, for example PHY, may be true even when we reject CoP (Crook
and Gillett (2001) defends the position that such a physicalism may be suc-
cessfully formulated)

I have argued eisewhere (Gillett (Unpublished-a)) that the general type
of position to be outhned in this section was defended by Samuel Alexander
(1920) and the view Is based on a number of his insights In addinon, this
metaphysics also overiaps with suggesnons of Meehl and Sellars (1956) and
I contend it vindicates their conclusions
11 In my definition of these laws, though not ai my arguments about their
unphcanons, I follow Broad (1923) and also McLaughlin (1992)
12 Obviously, there may be more U undenvable laws that hold of P1 when it
realizes H and there may also be other microphysical reahzers of H that are
subject to U-undenvable laws For simphaty, howeve4 I wili assume that
there is only one such law for PI and that P1 is the only realizer subject to
a U-undenvable law when realizing H
13 I should note that U undenvable laws are a very particular kind of un-
denvable law As a result, I am committed to a very particular land of what
I have elsewhere calied "Weak" emergence (Gillett (Forthcommg-c)) sup-
porung the existence of Strong emergence However, this is very different
from the ciam that any lund of undenvable law, i e any kmd of Weak etner-
gence, is suffictent for Strong emergence Furthermore, my conclustons do
not amehorate the problems raised m my (Forthcommg- c) for recent writers
who dana certam lancis of Weak emergence clifferent from U-undenvability
are suffictent for Strong emergence, for example Newman (1996) (And see
Bedau (1997) for evidence that Weak emergence can support a reductionist
position)
14 Could there be more than one metaphysical route to sansfying the Strong
Cntenon7 For ali I know there could, and I am therefore bemg rather pre-
sumptuous m usmg necessary and sufficient condmons However, I have
framed the defirution m such terms, smce 1 presendy know of no other co-
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herent account of Strong emergence
It is now also easy to give an altemative defmmon of dus account of Strong
emergence, for those who take laws to determine propernes, as follows

(SE*) A property mstance X is Strongly emergent, In an individual
s, tf and cmly tf (i) X is realized by other propernes/relations, and (u*)
the fundamental properneskelations that realize H are such that at
least one of the laws goveming their causal behavior, when realizing
H In s, is U-undenvable and direcdy refers to H

If my foregomg arguments are sound, then the U-undenvable law men-
tioned in (u*) will entali satisfaction of (a), the conditional power clause,
in the defuution SE
15 This kmd of argument for the logical unpossibihty of Strong emergence
is offered by Kim (1999), pp 28-31 Kim has a more tecluucal and care-
ful presentation of the worry, but I contend my response apphes equally to
Ktm's version of the objecnon I refer the reader to Kim's paper for the
detads
16 1 purse this project further in Gdlett (Unpublished-a) and (Forthcommg-
b)
17 See Kim (1992) and (1993a)
18 Thus, for example, perhaps the most soplusticated standard non-reduc-
tivist is Shoemaker (2001) Although Shoemaker has an mgemous response
to AR based on his notion of realization, Shoemaker sal! does not address
the implications of PHY when combined with CoE which he apparently also
endorses (I have argued that m fact Shoemaker's response to AR fatls m
my (Unpubhshed-b))
19 I borrow the patchwork metaphor from Cartwright (1994) wluch pro-
vides an intnguing critique of CoP and the evidence m its support, though
Cartwnght apparently also rejects PHY as well

For this type of investigation, and the mterestmg results it may provide
about the possible empmcal support for Strong emergence, see Mark Be-
dau's ande in this volume, and particularly lus comments about "robuse
weak emergence which is suggestive about the possibihnes for Strong emer-
gence m my sense
21 For discussion of issues related to those of the paper my thanks to Mark
Bedau, Seth Crook, Jeffrey Goldstem, Barry Loewer, Brad Rives and the
editor


